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WG Consensus for U to R

- U+02E5..02E9 MODIFIER LETTER EXTRA-HIGH TONE BAR etc. ˥ ˦ ˧ ˨ ˩
- U+203D INTERROBANG ‽
- U+2329/232A LEFT/RIGHT ANGLE BRACKETs 〈 〉
- U+23B4..23B6 SQUARE BRACKETs ⟦⟧
- U+23BA..23BD HORIZONTAL SCAN LINE 也不可能
- U+2423 OPEN BOX ␣
WG Consensus to U or Tu

- U+2018..201D QUOTATION MARKS (Tu)
  - U+201E/201F too?
- U+10980..1099F Meroitic Hieroglyphs
  - U+109A0..109FF Meroitic Cursive too?
- U+F0000..10FFFF PUA (missing today)
To Be Determined...
Missing in proposed draft #8

- U+FFFC OBJECT REPLACEMENT CHARACTER
- U+E0001..E007F Tags
Requested from R to U?

- Simple math often used in text context, and U works for very simple math too
  - U+00B1 PLUS-MINUS SIGN ±
  - U+00D7 MULTIPLICATION SIGN ×
  - U+00F7 DIVISION SIGN ÷
  - U+221E INFINITY ∞
  - U+2234 THEREFORE ∴
  - U+2235 BECAUSE ∴
Requested from U to R?

- Copyright/Registered
  - U+00A9 COPYRIGHT SIGN ©, U+00AE REGISTERED SIGN ®
  - U+2117 SOUND RECORDING COPYRIGHT ℗ too?
- U+00B6 PILCROW SIGN ¶
- Fractions
  - U+00BC..00BE, 2044, 2150..215F, 2189 ¼½ ⁄
- U+2322..2323 FROWN/SMILE ︶︶
- Unified Letterlike Symbols/Mathematical Alphanumeric Symbols, minus a few in JIS 0213
  - U+2102, 210A..210E, 2110..2112, 2115, 2119..211D, 2124, 2128, 212C..212D, 212F..2131, 2133..2134
  - U+2113 SCRIPT SMALL L ℓ is used as liter sign and thus excluded
- U+23CE RETURN SYMBOL ⏎